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板块说明 Components of Huanle Huoban (Happy Pals) 

（一）听说剧场 Oracy Theatre 
 

学习口语交际和口语表达。汉语拼音标在汉字之上，汉语拼音与汉字都分词 

连写，以利于口语的学习。 

 

Oracy Theatre focuses on developing students’ oral communication skills. Hanyu Pinyin is a useful 
tool in aiding students in character recognition and reading, and it is intentionally placed on top of 
Chinese characters in this section. Hanyu Pinyin of the Chinese characters linking to a word are 
enjoined, while the first letter of the Hanyu Pinyin in every sentence is in capital letter. This enables 
students to differentiate words and sentences, equipping them with effective oracy and reading 
skills.  
 

 
 

  

Oral 
Practices 

“I Can”: Evaluation Sentence structure to 
learn in this chapter 

“I Speak”: Practice oral skills through 
narrating a paragraph 
“You Speak, I Speak” (Chapters 6 & 
7): Practice conversational skills 
 

Words to 
learn in this 
chapter 

Animation / 
Video: Setting 
a scenario 
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(2) 读写乐园 Literacy Playground 

In this section, students focus on reading, writing and more importantly, the recognition of Chinese characters. 
To emphasize the learning of characters recognition, the Hanyu Pinyin is enjoined and placed below the 
Chinese characters to facilitate the learning of reading and writing.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Reading Is Fun”: This section 
focuses on characters 
recognition as students are 
tasked to read the sentences.  

“I Can Say”, “I Can Recognize”, “I Can Write” – these three sections outline learning objective of each chapter and 
serve as useful evaluation tools to assess pupils’ level of proficiency and mastery in speaking, reading and writing.  

“I Can Write”: It identifies key 
vocabulary that students are 
required to learn in the 
chapter.  

“I Can Recognize”: It identifies 
key radicals and characters 
that students are required to 
learn in the chapter.  
 

“I Love Reading”: This section focuses 
on words recognition through 

conversations and reading passages. 
It’s graded in 3 levels to cater to 
pupils with varying learning abilities.  
 

Core: Suitable for all pupils.  
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(3) 生活运用 Real-Life Application 

Focusing on sharing and interactions in this section, students extend and consolidate their learning through 
language activities and tasks that promotes real-life applications.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

Enrichment: Suitable for higher-ability pupils. 
 

Reading Tips 
 

Introduction: Suitable for 
pupils who are not 
frequently exposed to 
Chinese language learning.   
 

“Language Land”: This section 
focuses on language knowledge as 
well as learning points on reading and 
writing.  
 

“Reading Magnifier”: Reading 
tips and prompts are available 
to help students to 
comprehend what they have 
read better through diagrams 
or activities.  
 

“Interesting Finds”: Tasks 
related to the language and 
culture of the chapter are also 
raised to extend a child’s 
learning.  
 

“Writing Practice”: Writing 
tasks are provided and to be 
completed in the Activity Book.  
“I Can”: Evaluation 
‘ 
 

“Sentence Restructuring”: 
Students are guided on 
different sentence 
structures through 
examples.     
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Characters of Huanle Huoban (Happy Pals) 
Pupils engage in a fun and enjoyable learning experience through the lens of their five learning buddies!  
 

 
 
 

Kang Kang: Loves sports! 
 

Xiao An: Loves animals! 
 

Xiao He: Loves doing crafts! 
 

Huan Huan: Loves to read!    
 

Xiao Le: Loves everything! 
 


